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COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR 

ACCELERATORS AND ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT DESIGNS 

John S. Colonias 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

December, 1971 

ABSTRACT 

This is the first of a series of publications intended to 

assemble under one cover the most important computer programs 

relative to various major activities in this Laboratory, and thus 

establish a pe rmanent library of such programs. This publication 

will deal specifically with computer programs relating to accelerator 

design and electronic circuit design. Each program is described in 

terms of an abstract, and a table of vital statistics summarizes the 

most important information relative to that program. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this publication is twofold: first to assemble 

under one cover descriptions of the most important and commonly used 

computer programs for accelerator design and circuit design, and secondly 

to establish a permanent library of such programs. 

The necessity of such a library of programs stems from the 

magnitude and complexity of the problems involved, as well as from the 

large capital investment required to develop and maintain such computer 

programs. In the past, duplication of effort and the conseQuent un

necessary expense, has created a large number of computer programs whose 

function in most respects is similar--not to say identical. 

Most of the programs herein described have been utilized effec

tively by other laboratories. They are general in concept, easy to 

implement in computer environments other than the ones cited, they are 

fully documented and operational. 

The subject matter of this document will be published by Academic 

Press in more extensive form in a forthcoming book entitled "Computer 

Programs for Accelerator Design" . 

In this report an abstract of each program is given along with a 

table of vital statistics, so that the potential user may determine 

. immediately whether the program meets his requirements. 

It is anticipated that this report will be updated periodically, 

.to reflect aq.ditional programs developed, or contributed from elsewhere 

and revisions to existing· codes. 

Perhaps, the most important information contained in this report, 

relates to the fact that some of the programs listed herein have been 

modified, to run "on-line" from remote installations, through a com

munications terminal. 

I I 
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Eventually all programs listed will become available in this 

mode of operation so that users from other installations may avail them

selves of this service. 

Computer Environment 

To familiarize the potential user with the computing facility at 

LRL, Berkeley, the following birds-eye-view is given. 

Presently, there are two CDC 6600 and one CDC 7600 computer 

systems at/Lawrence Radiation Laboratory in Berkeley, running respec

tively BKY and SCOPE operating systems. 

For remote and interactive processing the Laboratory has imple

mented a system which allows a large number of users to utilize the 

computer facilities from remote locations. Approximately 120 teletypes 

channels are available for this purpose. 

For semi-permanent data storage, there is an IBM data cell and 

an IBM 1360photodigital storage system (the chipstore). Both systems 

are on line to all Laboratory computer. The IBM 1360 is capable of 

storing a third of a trillion bits of data which is equivalent to almost 

3000 full magnetic tape. 

To perform interactive and remote functions software'packages 

have been developed which allow the user to perform the tasks which are 

listed below: 

1. EDIT This facility provides for entering text on-line 

into a buffer,and for subsequently examining and 

modifying part or all of that text. 
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2. COMUT This subsystem evaluates a one linc~ ari t.hnll.3tic 

replacement statement. This subsystem allows the 

terminal to be used as a sophisticated desk 

calculator. 

3. LOAD This subsystem permits the loading of a program 

stored in semi-permanent storage. 

4. STORE P~rmits the storing of a generated program (file): 

5. XEQ This subsystem consists of an interpreter for a 

subset of FORTRAN IV. Its function is to execute 

programs entered via the text editor (EDIT) sub-

system. 

6. SUBMIT This subsystem permits submission of a program 

into the normal batch system. 

Remote batch service will be available on about August 1, 1971, 

to users of the Laboratory's computing facility. 

Availability of Programs 

The programs listed in this publication are available from the 

LRL Computer Library, if interested write to: 

Miss Judy Lawrence 
Computer Library 
Building 50B, Room 1232B 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 94720 

Questions relating to problem definition or to program operation 

should be addressed to: 

John S. Colonias 
Mathematics and Computing 
Building 50B, Room 3209 
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 94720 

, I' 
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For further information contact: 

Mr. Eric Beals 
Head, Users Services Group 
Mathemat"ics and Computing 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

Availability of Programs 

The programs listed in this publication are available from the 

LBL Computer Library; if interested 'N"rite to: 

Miss Judy Lawrence 
Computer Center Library 
Building 50B, Room l232-B' 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Berkeley CA 94720 

Questions relating to problem definition or to progra~ operation 

should be addressed to: 

John S. Colonias 
Mathematics and Comput ing 
Building 50B, Room 3209 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

". 
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ELECTRIC and MAGNETIC FIELD PROGRAMS 

1. TRIM1 ,2 

This program has been extensively used for the design of 

accelerator magnets. It is a general purpose, two-dimensional 

magnetostatic code capable of solving mathematical models of two 

,dimensional magnets. It includes the effects of finite non

uniform permeability of the iron. The universe of the problem 

is composed of irregular interfaces and boundaries. 

Additional features include: 

a. Variable triangular mesh of about 4000 points 

b. No geometrical restrictions are imposed. Any shape 

of magnet may be considered 

c. Symmetry about the median plane is not required, 

therefore, both symmetric and asymmetric magnets may 

be considered 

d. Any current distribution or conductor orientation may 

be considered 

e. Axially symmetric magnets may also be consid~red 

f. Energy stored in air and iron regions is calculated 

g. Boundary value problems may be considered 

h. Constant (y= ~ ) may also be solved. 

Auxiliary programs allow the CalComp or CRT plotting of the 

resulting flux distribution and of the printing tables of the 

components of the magnetic field throughout the universe of the 

program. 

A special interactive teletype version of this program exists 

allowing the user to submit and execute from a remote station. 
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2. LINDA3 

Program LINDA uses a combination of scalar and vector 

potential to model two-dimensional magnetostatic problems with 

a single general interface, and iron of finite non-uniform 

,permeability. The computer model consists of a rectangular 

problem space or universe with a single region of iron and one 

region (sometimes two) of air. There may be many current 

conductors inside or outside the problem space but currents in 

iron are not allowed. The problem space is divided into a mesh 

of uniform rectangles in which the magnet geometry is outlined. 

The program does not allow separate pieces of iron, however, it 

,provides for a very flexible array of topologically defined types 

of magnets which provide the necessary information about the 

location of the interface on me~h borders. 

LINDA is a very fast program, and it provides accurate 

results Auxiliary programs allow for CalComp plotting of the 

resulting flux distribution and the printing of special tables 

of field components, permeabilities etc. at the discretion of 

the user. 

ThiB is a general purpose three-dimensional magnetostatic 

program based on the one potential (vector) throughout. The 

algorithm utilizes a variational principle for the nonlinear 

magnetostatic field ,problem. A finite-element approximation for 

an arbitrary mesh is constructed from this principle, and the 

resulting equations are solved by nonlinear successive over-

relaxation. 
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The program follows the same pattern as TRIM, that is it 

. " 

consists of ' a problem GENERATOR which uses a variable triangular 

prism mesh on which the magnet geometry is outlined. The 
I 

GENERATOR calculates various quantities dependent on the magnet 

configuration and prepares a magnetic tape which is read by the 

second part of the program responsible for the calculation of 

the resulting magnetic fields. 

The input definition is relatively simple and fqllows the 

same procedure as TRIM. 

Presently, THOR, has produced acceptable solutions, with no 

convergence problems, however, the rate of convergence has been 

slow and means to increase its speed are b'eing investigated.' 

The accuracy of the program is also being tested by 

comparing the calculated field components with those of measured 

fields. 

4. MAFC05 

This computer program is capable of calculating the magnetic 

fields resulting from a given set of current-carrying conductors 

of arbitrary two or three dimensional geometry. The code is 

particularly well adopted to complicated geometries arising in 

plasma physics, however, it may be used in other instances where 

a generalized two or three dimensional solution is desired for, 

a coil geometry in which no permeable material is present. 

The elements which compose the generalized coil geometry 

are approximated by: 

a. Circular loops with designated position and orientation 

in space. 
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b. Circular arcs with designated position and orientation 

c. 

d. 

e. 

space. 

Helices along the z-axis (in the cylindrical coordinate 

system) with any designated pitch, starting point and 

ending point. 

Straight lines with arbitrary orientation. 

General elements specified by a list of points which 

the program connects with straight lines. 

The program provides for flexible output of the components 

of the fields at specified grid points, or CALCOMP plots of field 

lines and isobars of constant I BI. 

5. COILS6 

COILS is a general purpose computer program to calculate 

vector potentials, axial and radial components of magnetic fields, 

forces and mutual inductances between coaxial conductors or to 

plot lines of force, lines of constant B, Bz etc., of any system 

composed of current carrying elements. 

These elements may be any combination of circular fila-

ments, thin solenoids, cylindrical or plane current sheets, or 

thick cylindrical coils with rectang~lar cross sections. The 

computed fields are accurate even within the windings of the 

coils, and in most cases the accuracy is to a minimum of seven 

significant digits. 

This program has been adapted to run interactively through 

a teletype terminal, allowing the user to exercise control over 

the operation of the program. The user may alter, delete, or 
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add conductors, print selective output and return to the comput-

ational loop for more calculations based on modified data. 

6. FORCE7 

7. 

This program is an extension of the previously described 

program MAF~O, and it is used to calculate the magnitude and 

direction of the local magnetic force. 

Once the ;magnetic field resulting from the coil configuration 

specified has been calculated, FORCE, using Fouraboy's law 

calculates the magnetic force at the center of each straight line 

section according to the order in which these appear in the input 

data. 

Since FORCE calculates forces for only straight line section, 

it is imperative to approximate curvilinear conductors by a 

series of straight line segments. Obviously the length of each 

line segment will determine the degree of refinement of the 

resulting force distribution, thus providing a handle for coarse 

or fine calculations at the expense or saving of computer time. 

MAREC
8 

This program computes two:"dimensional static magnetic fields 

and includes the effects of finite permeability of the iron. 

MAREC makes use of the modified scalar potential (same principal 

as program LINDA). The problem universe is divided in two parts: 

the air-:coil region and the iron region. These parts are 

computed separately, thus realizing a considerable saving of 

computer time and memory space. MAREC was developed at CERN 

and has been ,used extensively in the magnet design studies of 

the intersecting storage ring project and in the present studies 

for the new 300-500 GEV facility. 
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The program is general enough to accept any reasonable pole 

configuration, including concavities, several minima, and a large 

number of coils of any shape. 

The computer model consists of a rectangular mesh of 3250 

points for the air region and 2900 points for the iron region. 

8. JASON8 

This is a two-dimensional electrostatic program capable of 

solving a variety of problems encountered in the design of 

electrostatic lenses, deflecting system, and in general, problems 

relating to the static evaluation of electric fields. Some of 

the outstanding characteristics of the program include: 1) use 

of both cylindrically symmetric systems and two-dimensional 

cartesian systems, 2) completely general boundary conditions 

(Neumann, Dirichlet), 3) generalized quadrilateral mesh, 4) use 

of block interactive methods for the solution of the equations, 

5) ease and simplicity of input, 6) consideration of non

homogenous anisotropic media, 7) flexible output and CalComp 

plots of fields and equipotential lines. 
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR ORBIT CALCULATIONS 

A. Using Matrix Formalism 

1. TRANSPORTIO,ll 

Perhaps the most versatile and widely applicable program 

for the design of beam transport systems is the program TRANSPORT. 

This program was originally written in the BALGOL language, and 

has subsequently been translated to FORTRAN. The version at LRL 

has the features listed below: 

a. Flexible array of beam elements 

b. First-and second-order optics 

c. T . k' t 50 t ( I I to dp') rac lng up 0 vec ors x,x ,y,y ,u$'Il'P 

d. Transformation of apertures forward and backward in 

-
phase space to create acceptance polygons. The 

calculations may be cycled over energy so as to obtain 

energy spectra. 

e. Plotting on output paper the beam ellipsoid projections 

and the locations of up to 50 vectors in ~ny phase 

plane desired. 

f. Plotting on output paper (at the end of each run) the 

beam line showing ellipse projections, vector 

projections and apertures. 

g. Space-charge calculation 

h. Calculations of Betatron functions 

i. Separators may be included in the beam line. 

TRANSPORT helps the beam designer by providing him with 

a flexible array of beam elements of which too develop his beam 

line. Many of the parameters may be varied subject to specified 
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constraints on the beam ellipsoid (or transformation matrix). 

Problems iqvolving unknown quadrupole excitations, spacings etc. 

may be solved. 

Three main versions of TRANSPORT exist at LRL 

1. Off-line version (standard version) 

2. On-line version. This version of TRANSPORT uses the 

CDC 252 display console. Existing software provide 

for the utilization of the light pen, for programmable 

interrupts, use of teletype to enter or extract data 

and for performing various on-line plotting functions. 

This interactive mode of operation has increased the 

the usefulness of TRANSPORT, by allowing the user to 

become a dynamic part of the computational loop. 

3. Teletype version. The same interactive features or 

(2) above, but without the display console. This 

version may run remotely through the BRF system, 

providing the user the same interactive features and 

flexibili ty. 

2. OPTIK12 ,13 

Selective teletype printout options are available 

and free format input routines add to the flexibility 

of the program. 

This program as well as TRANSPORT, provide the experimenter 

with the facility to handle problems encountered in the optical 

design of high energy particle beams. It was originally written 

by Devlin for the IBM 709 Computer System, and it has been 

modified considerably by Chaffee and others to increase its 

usefulness and flexibility. 
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The present version of OPTIK, allows the experimenter to 

track particles through a beam transport system consisting of 

a. Field free regions 

b. Bending magnets (either wedge-shaped or rectangular 

regions of homogeneous magnetic field) 

c. Quadrupole lenses with one or two degrees of freedom 

d. Velocity separators. 

The progr~m produces solutions only to first order cal

culation for displacement and divergence, and first and second 

order for momentum dispersion. Various forms of output are 

available as well asCalComp plots of phase space area and ray 

tracing plots. One severe limitation of the program is that in 

satisfying a given condition OPTIK will vary only the strength of 

the quadrupole lenses. Another restriction is that no more than 

two variable symmetric triplet can.be treated in anyone beam 

section. 

TRAMP14 ,15 

Program TRAMP was developed at Rutherford High Energy 

Laboratory by Gardner and Whiteside to provide solutions to 

problems encountered in beam transport design. It has been 

extensively modified by various experiment~rsin the field to 

fit the needs and the computer environments of their respective 

Laboratories. 

The version mentioned here is capable of tracking and 

matching trajectories, beam profiles, or phase space ellipses 

through a given beam transport system. The beam elements that 

may be used in TRAMP are represented by 2x2 matrices for each 
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plane, transforming the displacement-divergence vectors from 

beginning to end. 

Matching beam conditions are achieved by breaking up the 

beam into sections, and by making systematic changes in specified 

variable elements, setting up matrices for each section, until, 

through an iterative procedure, the product matrix is determined 

conform with the specified matching conditions. The program is 

capable of matching for: a) focal and phase-space conditions, 

b) waist and/or magnification matching and c) matching of 

dispersion and separation conditions. 

A special version of TRAMP allows the combination of OPTIK 

and TRAMP plus graphic display interaction routines, thus 

providing on-line capabilities. 
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B. With Integration Techniques 

1. 

This is a collection of cyclotron development programs used 

to calculate: 

a. Isochronous equilibrium orbit properties 

b. Predict trim coil currents which give a least squares 

fit to a desired magnetic field shape 

c. Magnetic fields produced by sets of trim coil currents. 

These are currents used in previous cyclotron runs, 

and also currents predicted by the least squares fit 

program. 

d. Phase history, SINO, for both previously run beams and 
/ 

least squares predicted 

e. Fourier coefficients for a harmonic analysis of measured 

field data. 

Specifically, the programs responsible for these functions 

are: 

a. LESCO. Obtains a base magnetic fieid B(I,R,9) for use 

in the rest of the codes. Thus, given a current I 

and an input tape containing interpolating polynomial! 

coefficient LESCO constructs an output tape containing 

R(I,R,9). 

b. DORO. This program is mainly concerned with the 

calculation of an isochronous field Bs(R,9), and as a 

byproduct it furnishes orbit properties corresponding 
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to the specified field (e.g., v z ' vr ). If desired 

DORO will Fourier analyze the fields. 

·CYDEB. It furnishes field effects dB/dI for the main 

field and trim coils, and calculates various field 

derivatives. These ~uantities will be used either in 

DOR88 (a subroutine of CYDEA) or in TRIMCO. 

When called DOR88 takes specified coil currents as 

input and using these values obtains a constructed 

field B=B(I,R,9) + ~ (dB) ~IJ' the sine of the phase, 
J dI J . 

SINO(R)-SINOo and various associated field derivatives. 

d. TRIMCO. This is the least s~uare fitting routine. The 

procedure used is based on specifying a desired average 

magnetic field vs radius. This is obtained on a "model 

beam" by running various field shapes and selecting the 

"model beam" it is used to predict all the other 

particles and energies in the same scaling mode, i.e., 

wjth the same number of particle revolutions during 
I 

acceleration. For example, the model beam of 50 MeV 

-particle with 50 KV on the dee, has the same number 

of revolutions on 60 MeV or at 60 KV on the dee, or 

30 MeV protons with 60KV on the dee etc. The field 

profile for TRIMCO is given relative to the isochronous 

field, or as the re~uired field divided by the 

isochronous field. 
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2. GOC3D17,11 

This is general orbit code incorporating a flexible 

selection of magnetic field input geometries2 encountered in 

accelerator design. The code uses a three dimensional field 

array or a two dimensional field map, if median plane symmetry 

is assumed. It will track up to 60 specified particles, track 

a grid of phase space, or calculate equilibrium orbit properties 

using the methods of Gordon and Walton. The code also provides. 

for the calculation of th~ first order transfer matrix for small 

deviations about any trajectory. 

Theta (Q), is taken as the independent variable and the 

equations for r'Pr'z,pz, and T (time) are simultaneously 

integrated. The energy may be changed during the integration 

process, by action of R. F. acceleration or a scaling of E and B 

to simulate Betatron acceleration. 

Orbit output is av~ilable at every integration step, every 

revolution, or ev~ry nth revolution. Additional orbit output may 

be requested at up to four special azimuths which lie on integr

ation steps. The code has been used for the study of isochronous 

cyciotrons, the 184 inch synchro-cyclotron, the electron ring 

accelerator project and the 5 MeV Livermore storage ring. 

Two versions of this code are now available, 

1) AGOC3D with 3000 points in the main and perturbation 

field array 

2) BGOC3D with 3000 points in the main and 33000 points in 

the perturbation field map. 
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TRAJECTORy18 
" 

This program integrates simultaneously the equations of 

motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field and the differ~n

tial equations for the ion optic matrix representing small motion 

about the paraxial trajectory. The orbit calculation is carried 

out in the median plane with the vertical transformation matrix 

calculated from a Taylor series expansion of the magnetic field 

off the median plane •. The matrix so calculated is readily used 

with the iron-optic transport codes TRANSPORT or OPTIK. The 

trajectory data can be used to obtain internal target positioning 

for a given beam line. 

The charged particles (protons, positive or negative pions, 

etc.) can be started individually from a specified R, 9 and ¢ 
and tracked forward to find the trajectory traced by a particle 

leaving a traget, or can be run backward so that the beam line 

can be extended back into the cyclotron to find the required 

target location. The particles can, also, be started from a 

rectangular array of R, ¢, (Pr) values at a fixed azimuth 9 so 

that a slit or aperture acceptance can be determined by reverse 

tracking. 

The orbit calculation can be stopped at any desired radius, 

azimuth, or value of trajectory length, so that the accuracy of 

the matrix can be checked by comparison with the matrix deter

mind by actual ray tracing. 

Detailed output, is provided with the trajectory printed in 

polar and rectangular coordinates. 
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4. SOTRM19 ,20 

This program generates first arid second order transformation 

elements by integrating numerically through a specified magnetic 

field a specific set of rays. SOTRM can also ray trace up to 30 

nearby rays while integrating for the central orbit. For the 

purpose of evaluating the significance on the generated elements, 

it has the ability to apply a previously generated set of 

elements to the initial conditions of the nearby rays currently 

being obtained by integration and thus compare the integrated 

values of the solution with those obtained by applying the 

transformation. 

This program consists of a number of subroutines and it is 

easily adaptable to various physical problem. 

5. PINWHEEL2l ,22 

This program tr~ces trajectories of charged particles 

moving in a combined electric and magnetic field. The problem 

considered is 

Eq. ,1 

where r = (x,y) is the radius vector, E=-grad V is the electric 

field and B is the magnetic flux density. The initial conditions 

are: 

ar at (0) = ro 
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This program is a modification of the Michigan State 

University version of PINWHEEL and as it is presently written 

it is restricted to two-dimensional cases with E = (ExlEv) and 

B = Bz . It integrates Eq. (1) and tabulates the position (x,y), 

the momentum (px,Py) and the kinetic energy versus the integra-

tion variable time. If desired, orbit center points may be 

output and orbits may be plotted using a CalComp plotter. 

This' program is useful for orbit tracking, and was developed 

for cyclotron center region studies. 

This program obtains certain information relative to trans-

verse or bit motion in a synchrotron, such as calculation of the 

betatron function, the momentum-compaction, and the closed orbit 

in the presence of misalignments. At present, the code solves 

problems for which the accelerator may be thought of as made 

up of the following linear elements: 

1. Drift spaces 

2. Bending magnets with uniform gradient 

3. Quadrupole magnets 

4. Misalignments 

5. Arbitrary elements specifiable by input matrices 

6. Other transformations not expressible as matrices 

For each element the code constructs two 3x3 matrices 

respectively describing the transverse motion in the radial and 

vertical planes. These matrices are to be thought of as 

operating respectively either on the column vectors (x,x', Apjp) 

and (y,y', ~:), or, when solving misalignment problems on the 

column vectors (x,x', 1) and (y,y' ,1). The code will construct 
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other matrices representing assemblages of elements by means of 

the usual matrix operations. These ·matrices may be expressed in 

terms 'of the betatron function, which describe the betatron 

oscillation, and in terms of the eigenvector with unit eigenvalue 

which is the closed orbit if the matrix describes the whole 

accelerator, or a repeat period of the accelerator. 
/ 

The code may be used to obtain the matrix product of all 

elements comprising the accelerator (or a repeat length thereof), 

to cycle that product with similarity transformation to obtain the 

one-turn transfer matrices starting from each of the constituent 

-
elements, and then to calculate the betatron function of these 

matrices. As a result, one may obtain linear orbit information 

at every point around the ring. Certain design problems for 

alternating gradient synchrotrons may be solved, such as the 

adjustment of an FDDF repeat length (or cell) to produce a 

specified phase advance, or the design of long straight sections. 

Particle orbits may be traced through the synchrotron or 

through any part of it. For this purpose, the synchrotron may 

include non-linear elements. 

7. MAGOP22 

This program calculates the orbit of a charged particle 

in median plane of a symmetric magnetic field, and it determines 

first-order horizontal and vertical transfer matrices associated 

with the orbit. 

MAGOP solves the vector equation o~ a changed particle 

moving in a static magnetic field defined by Eq. (i) 
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2 ..... 
dr .9.drxB 
ds2 p ds 

where r is the position vector of the particle, s is the arc 

length, q is the particle change, p the momentum and B is the 

magnetic field. 

The equations of motion of particles near the central orbit 

in the horizontal and vertical sections are taken to be 

and 

dB 
q z 

- -- (J 
p dn 

+ .9. Bz c5P 
P P 

where n is the displacement of the deviating orbit in the median 

plane measured positively in the direction 
1\ dr 

of the vector k x -, 
ds 

p and c5p are the momentum of the deviating orbit in the median 

plane, and (J is the displacement of the deviating orbit in the 

vertical direction measured from the median plane. 

One of two sets of transfer matrices is calculated depending 

on the sign chosen for the arc lengths. For a positive, s, the 

forward transfer matrices, corresponding to transformation from 

the initial to the final point, are calculated. For a negative 

s, the reverse transfer matrix is calculated. 
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C. Computer Programs for 

Circuit Design 

1. 

This is a computer program used to perform ACsteady-state ., 

and transient analysis of linear networks. The circuit schematic 
-. 

and analysis, options are described to the p~ogram by means of the 

CIRANB problem-description language, which is a format-free 

routine allowing the user to describe his circuit analysis 

problem in terms familiar to circuit designers. 

It is a modified version of a linear circuit-analysis 

program written at the University of Illinois under the direction 

of D. A. Calahan. Some of the features of the program are: 

1. Relatively free-format input-description 
/ 

2. Library of input waveforms for use in transient 

analysis 

3. Capability of changing the analysis options and of 

altering the values of any arbltrary nuinber of 

components for variational analysis without redefining 

the complete problem. 

4~ Capability of adding or deleting components from the 

circuit for variational analysis without redefining 

the complete problem. 

5. Writing of a plot tape for use by an additional 

plotting program, which can superimpose related curves 

from variational analysis on the same graph frame .. 
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2. CIRCUS25 ,26 

This is a time response analysis program for electronic 

circuits. It is most suitable for analysing circuits where 

nonlinearities are essential for proper operation. All the 

present day junction devices are suitably represented by 

standard, accurate models. 

It is the fourth generation of Branin's TAPl and the direct 

descendent of Malmberg et al's NET-12 . Some of the main 

characteristics of this program are: 

1. Flexible input format with minimal restrictions 

2. Any current, voltage and power dissipation can be 

printed and plotted as output. 

3. Junction device prarmeters can be stored in a library 

tape and be used when Icalled. At present there ar~ 

about 200 transistors and 20 diodes available. 

4. Except for ohmic resistances of the junction devices, 

all parameters can be varied one at a time or all 

at once. 

CIRCUS adopts the "state space" approach rather than the tradi

tional nodal or loop formulation. The program first converts 

the junction devices into their equivalent circuit models with 

conventional R,L,C and voltage or current generation. Then the 

topology of the circuit is translated into the incidence matrix 

of zeros and ones, with a "1" representing a branch connecting 

two nodes and a "0" if there is no branch connecting the two 

nodes. After this a "normal free" is picked to insure that the 

equations obtained later are all linearly independent. From the 
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"normal free" and the incidence matrix, Tl first-order differ-. . "' '" -. 

ential equation can be written of the form 

[X] = [Z'] [X] + [U] + [~] [U] - [I] Eq. 1 

where [X]'= Indepenaent branch currents and node voltage vector 
,/ 

(these are state variables) 

[Z] = R,L,C matrix 

[U] = Independent current and voltage sources vector 

[S] = Matrix for independent voltages and current sources 

[S] = Derivative matrix for independent voltage and current 

sources. 

Dot implies first derivative. 

Eq. 1 involves only first derivatives, and it is therefore 

relatively easy to solve. CIRCUS makes use of Pope's exponential 
I , 

numerical integration scheme which lessens the severity of the 
, , ,{ 

incompatibility problem between the circuit time constant and 

integration step size in cases where the latter becomes too 

large. 

3. TERMI27 

This is a wirelist program, written to provide a convenient 

way of recording all pin-to-pin connections and to generate 

printouts of the connections arranged in various ways. 
( 

TERMI can be thought of as an interface between the designer 

of the circuits in ~ bin and the people who wire and debug it. 

Input essentially consists of cards containing a fUnction name, 

followed by a number of pins which are to be connected together 

to perform the function. 
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Output consists of three lists. The first two are pin lists 

one arranged alphabetically in order of function, the other by 

order of pin-number. These two provide cross reference during 

debugging for tracing the wiring of a particular function or pin. 

The third list consists of pin-pairs, arranged by color. This 

list is intended for use during the wiring of the bin. 

Colors may be assigned to particular function names so the 

color will appear next to all pins of this function in the lists. 

Also, the pin-connection cards can specify connections to be made 

from a function to an external appliance (external in the sense 

that it is not located on a card connector) such as cable-plug, 

light, or switch. These external contacts may also be connected 

to each other. 

Because other versions of the program are used for taper-pin 

connectors, a basic assumption is that no more than two wires 

will be connected to anyone pin. This might appear to impose 

excessive restrictions in the connection routing for wire-wrap, 

where 3 or 4 connections can be made to a pin, but in practice 

it is seldom much more complex. Also, the wiring density is 

kept lower, permitting easier use of scope probes. Each set of 

pins and external connections to be connected together must be 

given a unique function name. This permits pins on several 

different IBM cards to be interconnected without the necessity of 

placing the cards together in the input deck. If no function 

name is given, the program will make up one. 
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4.' BIAS28 

This program solves for the DC node-to-datum voltages and 

trarisist'or operating points of circuits containing resistors, 

bipolar (NPN or PNP) transistors, current sources and grounded 

voltage sources. The nonlinear model used for bipolar tran-

sistors is equivalent to that of Ebers and Mall. Additionally, 

if requested, BIAS will calculate the small signal incremental 

input resistance and voltage gain for a specified part des-

cription.Analysismay be repeated for several values of an DC 
. . 

source and/or for several different temperatures. 

The program is limited by the following topological 

restrictions 

a) 40 dependent nodes + datum node 

b) 40 resistors 

. c) 30 bipolar transistors (NPN or PNP) 

d) ~O current sources 

e) 20 grounded voltage sources 

5. CORNif9 

The purpose of this program is to obtain the state equations 

and desired transfer functions, together with frequency and time 

responses of an N-part linear active network. The program 

provides plots of frequency and time response as directed, by an 

easy to use format free language. 
... 

T4e linear analysis performed by CORNAP is restricted to 

networks whose dimensions do not exceed 24 independent nodes and 

64 branches. The time invarient lumped linear elements of the 

network may be of the following types: 
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1. Ordinary two-terminal passive circuit elements (R,L,C) 

2. Mutual inductance and capacitance 

3. The four two-terminal controlled sources (voltage/current

controlled vOltage/current sources) 

Two-port active and nonreciprocal elements such as negative

impedance converters, ideal transformers and gyrators can be 

made up of the one-part elements described above. Inputs are 

defined by attaching independent voltage and current sources to 

the network. The topological description of the network is given 

in terms of cards accompained by a few control cards dictating 

the quantities to be calculated and/or plotted. The output 

consists of a listing of the input data and a listing of the poles 

and zeros and the given constants of the transfer function 

desired. The state and output-state matrices may be listed. 

Time and frequency response may be computed and the tabulated 

results plotted. 

/ 
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6. PUZZLE30 

This program is designed to provide solutions to the printed 

circuit card design problem. It is capable of designing two

sided boards with a variety of components, and a multiplicity of 

interconnections (from 1 to 550). PUZZLE allows the user to code 

his board dimensions '(wi th variable spacing on the connector 

tabs), thus yielding complete representation of the finished 

board. 

Some of the limitations of the program are: 

1. The path lengths are not minimized. The routing logic 

tends to produce short paths but no effort is made to 

assume that they are the shortest paths available. 

2. Through holes are not minimized' the smoothing routine 

tends to reduce the number of holes carrying lines back 

and forth through the surface of the boards but the 

algorithm does not minimize them. 

3. No 45-degree diagonal paths are allowed (future 

modifications will incorporate this feature)., 

PUZZLE produces CALCOMP output for the representation of the 

circuit board, three graphs are produced for each successful 

routine. The first graph pictures the board from the parts side 

but shows both sides. The second graphs shows all lines that 

are to appear on the "parts side"of the board. The third graph 

shows the "wiring side" of the board, essentially horizonal lines. 
.... 
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7. PICASSO 

This is a general interactive graphics program for con

structing a complicated data structure by the time-proven method 

of drawing pictures. The program can serve as a tlfront-end" 

module for any model-building program which interprets and 

analyses a user-defined data structure. 

In many applications the picture itself is the desired 

output, as in printed circuit design layout or flow charting of 

procedures and programs, and for these, PICASSO is self-contained. 

The philosophy of the program is to allow the user to create 

and edit diagrams, which are treated as entities. The diagrams 

may consist of basic elements (lines and/or text) or they may 

be built from other (previously defined) diagrams as well. The 

recusive nature of the data structure provides for the con

struction of models based on user-defined components, such as 

logic diagrams (which can serve as input to a wirewrap or circuit 

design and analysis program), mechanical engineering drawing, 

physical plant layout, optical systems design, or almost any 

problem where the model is easier to draw than to encode in 

digital form by hand . 
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APPENDIX II 

PROGRAM SUMMARY FOru~ 
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Restrictions -----------------------------------------------

* MtI\lOl''1 Y"tf·l''/'~C''~ ~..t! O'A~ ""~ ~"LI. u.\tJ .. 
~t o..~O~l o:f I ~~~, i~ 'M.'-1l'M44'M .. ~ ,J ~OOO ~O~ • 

I 
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" , PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 
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. Programming Language (s) Used ___ j:¢Q;~::.:::,::;..:TQ.~'A!..!.~.!...:~;;...' -.::~~~~ ____________ _ 

Memory Re'luirements ' _ -=l.:;;.;:1::;;;.O=-:.\(.-=-.... ,o~~ __ Program Overlaid ---4~~---
Average Running 'Time \D-l~ ~llJ. Number of Magnetic Tapes Required .. 1. ,.' 

What Other Peripherals are Used e~ ... ~ 9U)'t1~-=-________ _ 

Terminal Supported 'A\j M'-~yt, Eo<2. OtJ, (,.;\ foJE. JiU..1"-\ Pi" V'f.., EM.. 
{l~ ~ltl ftw(., F.4e1 ~ (11 ~~ · 
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---------~--~-----------------~--------

Q"M:1'1 (-o<l.., I ~() ~ lDo \\A~ ,,)£.. 'tvl~®'< ~tlt.tt~;~' 
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I " 'I I : I , ,; ii I, " I f ' I'" I 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 

Date MAt{ I~, Iq11 
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----~~---------------------------------------
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~. 

~ ~~~ ~ p. 'i \~ ~ \)i '1\ ftAE<H. 
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I 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FOm~ 

Title of Program ___ lVl~· ...... AE..a..:.-.-;;e"-O=-_· ____ . I .D~· Number __ E~M:"';' . .L-..,_4-~ ___ _ 
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Source Code Available ___ ~.!...E.,;~~ ____ Number of Cards ~ l2-00 
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.. 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 

Title of Program __ -'::~=:.::!IOI!:;...!..'L-=-~=-_____ I.D. Nwnber ~_.,....;~~--, ___ _ 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 
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PROGRAM SUIll<1ARY FORM 
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PROGRAM SmlMARY FORM 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 
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Write-up or User Guide Available Utt.L ..... ot7 ~~ 

Source Code Available lt~ Number of Cards t,... '-IbOO 
--~~~--------

Ho"t Computer ~ ~(aOO Operating System ---c._~_..;:;.JJ-t--( _____ _ 

e.oe i)~OO ~ 
( 

Programming Language (s) .Used _____ ~~~~=-"'-~..!.I-t.:_.~~ _________ _ 

Memory Recluirements St>1<' t Program Overlaid _..,.... ~'"--Q~ ___ _ 

Average Running Time \ -'2. ~\t-,). Number of Magnetic Tapes Required ~O~ 

What Other Peripherals are Used em- cv(~e"l44t ~~ ~E.~O~L~'-_______ _ 

~E-~YE., 

Terminal Supported ~ ,~ A 5&U\~' ~t"'IAJlit2Ae.,]o~ \J6&SI~. 

Restrictions ----------------------------------------------

,I , Ii! I I' 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 

Title of Program ___ T-,--f2...:-;..~ __ \? ______ LD. Number _:P5-!..J11!;t=~. ~;=-_____ _ 

." 

Write-up or User Guide Available !fn.RL/'fII/4i -S~. l~~'? ... . 

RN-rHefhLRO \.\, '+l ~UUti W, & 6(,A-tvO · 
Source Code Available ___ 4.......,,~"'-""s.'---____ Number of Cards ___ ~ ____ _ 

Host Computer _--"c:ne~~L...."I"l-io-...O~OIllllE-___ Ope rat ing System ___ ~.......-..a..::t!:...J~J---____ _ 

CJ:>c.. "l ~O 0 ~t. 

Programming Language (s) Used ____ ....:W~.a.:!!t..~J....:!!~u..::::I!------------

Memory Requirements <e.~ K ~ Program Overlaid _..:..fj_o~ ____ _ 

Average Running Time i --1. :Mi~.· Number of Magnetic Tapes Required J4o~ 

What Other Peripherals are Used ___ \J~O ..... ~o:..-___ _ 

Terminal Supported \j" . 
---~~~-----------------------------------------

Restrictions 
------------------~------------------------------------
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PROGRAM SU1>1MARY FORM 

Date ~UtJ~ ... '1,Q, \41\ 

Title of Program __ --:::C::..-'1"'-!:~::...' .... ~~ ____ _:_ I.D. Number _ .... S ___ --'.i=-_____ _ 

Write-up or, User Guide Available, --,u~e=..;.\ __ D~~_, "-=-..;fO~" ...... ~~ __ ...;::LRL,~""'_t:_t-"~:;..:~O-J· =~=~ 

Source Code Available" _' __ ~:L.-:~~L..--""' ____ Number of Cards _________ _ 

Host Computer __ ...3e:.o..ql~c. __ _1II~Qroo._._OIfl/l_~- Operating System __ ' ~--"L.;.",~' _____ _ 

e.."c.. 1 ~ 00 ~tbQt 
\, 

Programming Language (s) Used ____ ~~I&' =!.-:=:~:...;.-_' ____________ _ 

Memory Re~uirements --'I,~~L.K-'-=-~~I----- Program Over laid ___ ~,-",-O=__ __ _ 

Average Running Time _..l.'~' ..L;~~·l..:.llJ~. __ Number of Magnetic Tapes Re<luired _sielC.-_---,. 
What Other Peripherals are Used OWe., 

---=~=--------

, ~ 
Terminal Supported -----------------------------------------------

Restrictions 

. -:,f UtJoel 'WAiGW()14E1w" . We. 
~ ~~ ~(,.,ll1'~ . 
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PROGRAM SUMMA.RY FORM 

Title of Program ___ ·_<;--...J .... ec--'~~=--D-=:;.. ___ I.D. Number 

Date ~~ \~1(a,7' 

(9-~ 

Write-up or User Guide Available ~gNl, -'2,.1~~ (9M{ g,'D6€. V,"'T. kAQ · 

(Rtc£1J't \.It.(U. RuvIiT SO&rJ 11> 8£ 2ueuS\I£b) 
Source Code Available ---=l(~e~r-fl/ll-=' ____ - Number of Cards _________ _ 

Host Computer ebC b~OC Operating System ___ l ___ ~:....-a. _____ _ 

~~~boo ~ 

Programming Language (s) Used ______ ~ .... 9stP.....-.a=.:..::-"'.:...:..;.~ ____________ _ 

Memory Requirements lao K , Program Overlaid _~~_J.-=-___ _ 
i ""\~ . Number of Magnetic Tapes Required .i Average Running Time 

What Other Peripherals are Used __ ....::)4;,...:OE.f&.a:..: ...... .....-__ 

Terminal Supported __ -'tJL-...:IQ~ _________________________ _ 

•• 
Restrictions ----------------------------------------'! 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 

. DateN&4 ~I ,Q7( 

T it le of Program __ ]~(2=~.-.;;":!---=£:...:~::::.......;\,-,O'QE-JI!!!L.'i+---,-- I, D. Number ._. -"FJ",-"-;'-"~IL-. ____ _ 

Write -up or User Guide ,Available _U.tooCDllC.£..ly(~L=---_· -=i:::...J91--~"-o~· -4-7 __ .-.;;;L-;.J..· (J.y-=:....,-HB~6aL::.:"'~~:;;...:· ~l-

Source Code Available ___ 44-Q~~,--____ ,Number of Cards . _______ _ 

Host Computer et)e, <o~OO Operating, System __ ,-J.E.l=,->'t'--____ _ 

~c.. 'l boo SW'-

Programming Language (s) Used ___ --'~ ...... :..s:, :::..11(.~;.:..N~J ____________ _ 

Memory Re~uirements s~ Program Overlaid _---:N~)'--__ _ 
l-" ""I'Ll. Number of Magnetic Tapes Re~uired 'oJ~~ ~ Average Running Time 

Hhat Other Peripherals are Used __ .....:..;U __ O""-tw£,~ ..... · __ _ 

Terminal Supported __ \lL-.:::O~ ____________________ "'__ ____ _ 

Restrictions 

, 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 

Title of Program _---=S:......:;C9~\l<_=_M~ _ __'"_ I.D. Number ---,c9~"-L~ ___ _ 

• Write-up or User Guid.e Ava.:i..lable 

Source Code Available ---~-:'~HI"'~------ Number 

Host Computer ~\o~Ob Operating System ___ ~ __ ~~\--_____ _ 

of Cards 

~o~ 1('1)0 ~~ 

Programming Language (s) Used ____ .....;~.-.·z~~~;t..L;:~..:....;..:_...;=:~ ____________ _ 

Memory Requirements ..... i~fc..~=-.;~...::a....;Srr---- Program Overl.aid _.....:~,-O ____ _ 

";14,.. ~,1l ' Number of Magnetic Tapes Required . i Average Running Time -----
What Other Peripherals are Used' ___ ~~_Q~~~ ____ __ 

Terminal Supported ~~ 
---~~--------------------------------------

Restrictions 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 

.:~'itle of Program __ '_?...l.-' \:-;'~ __ ~"'---I.HJ..~=--""'--~ __ I.D. Number -"e_.,_~~ _______ _ 

, 

Write-up or User Guid.e Available ~tf,r Cb9~ ~~ ~L f..Jst,AQvTEJl, 

c.6tJ~" b~~ 
Source Code Available __ -'~IU~oEC~ ________ Number of Cards. \ALcoa 
Host Computer ___ ~;:::;..]IIt...::e~t. .. " ___ o~O~ __ Operating System _, ___ ---'~&.C'-'~ ______ _ 

~e-'1~Q1) S~ 

Programming language (s) U sed _______ -..JI~;....:.:-==-~~:..o..MJ;.,:.J:..;; __________ _ 

Memory Requirements SS~ CO Program Overlaid __ · ..... tJ __ \\_-__ 
Average Running Time i M,u . Number of Magnetic Tape-s Required ~O&J( 

What Other Peripherals are Used ~, ~ ~~~L.=. ___ -""" ____ _ 

-------------------, 

Terminal Supported lJ 4) 
----~-----------------------------------------------

Restrictions 
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PROGRAM SUMI-1ARY FOPJ4 

Date M~ iO, Itt11 

Title of Program __ ----!<f>~'1~\J~e.,E.\_\_L1_ ____ I.D. Number --'I& _____ '...3!(,~ ______ _ 

Write-up or User Guide Ava:ilable Uel,Q,. .1..0iS'; ., LAtL 9£a,\L~EJ( 

Source Code Available ___ "~...l.~'=":::"-'-____ Number of Cards ~ ~<OO 
Host Computer __ ..;:::e::;..~=-", __ ~~Co .... C,,-(:)=-__ Operating System ___ 1J.:!<.\(...:....;;...;yL-____ _ 

~'lbc~ ~~ 

Programming language (s) Used _____ 'f.L...JI~ ..... ~_~ _ _L__.:.... __________ _ 

Memory Requirements I 00 \( '0 Program Overlaid _" _ ... AJ~a,--__ _ 
Average Running Time 1-::' "'\~. Number of Magnetic Tapes Required ~ , 

I-7hat Other Peripherals are Used eR...1' Ql~eLM CQ'fJ~-z.~"---_______ _ 

~"\\{~e:., SI DN 

6"''' 

Restrictions 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 

Date Cv1~ \"+, (~7l 

, 

Title of Program __ ...:.fYl--L ..... A....L..,;l!&~sE-.llel--____ I.D. NUmber -0--"",8,,--,-71--' _____ _ 

Hrite-upor User Gu~_de Available ..... &~' ~\):..E«:..L.f..1--_~""';' :....J~~~~~'--"_(,.,~e=-=~;..-,+~...:.::\ ~G~(2,-..:t..;...;;..W#,;;...-:.., -f---
, ~9lA.tiAL ~. 

Source Code Available ___ ~~~'-"~"--____ Number of Cards _.,.A._, _~~~ ____ _ 

Host Computer, et>~ lo~oo Operating System ---~~~"-~t-----~ 
enc.1 ~ l)"() ~~ _ 

'Progrannning language (s) Used ____ ~.1..-~~:..3.J~-------------

Memory Re'luirements 5t) k:. ~ Program Overlaid _--'-~-'-'O ____ ---:-__ 

Average Running Time""'- .1. i\\)U Number of Magnetic Tapes Re<luired -1.. '" 
Hhat Other Peripherals are ,Used ___ ..... ~_O-",,-~ ___ _ 

Terminal Supported )J1) 
-----~~--------------------------------

Restrictions 

., 

v 
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PROGRAM SUMMA.RY FOHM 

Title of Program LD. Number eAt> -1. 

Write-up or User Guide Available \J.¢,~ - i.SiS', L,~ ~€~ 

Source Code Available _____ ~~~~s.~ _________ -Number of Cards 

Host Computer ~ "'<000 Operating System _____ ~~u~~~~-------------

Programming Language (s) Used 

Memory Re~uirements __ So=-:::~"..!3L~¥r-· ___ Program Overla id _---"JJ--=() ____ _ 

Average Running Time ~-~ ~\~. Number of Magnetic Tapes Required _...J\.)c::;..;::~~=-_ 

What Other Peripherals are Used 

Terminal Supported U 0 • 
---~~~------------------------------------------------

Restrictions 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 

Date ~\A.\''{ 100, ~1 \ 

Title of Program __ -.;e=-="L,--~!.=.:::C,M=--.;...;~=--___ LD. Number e~~ ... ~ 

Write-up or User Guid.e Available t,letL-iq~?-9 ., ~ J?;Ea\l~~ (' 

~. ,.. E.E:--1'\1.9 ,"IZ'" ~~lt..l' 
Source Code Available ~ Number of Cards 

---~~-------- ----------~---

Host Computer '--"' ,_. ~~=--t....;~~~~UI~...,(r)_&..-_ Operating, System ___ ~--,' ~:..Jof(_--,-__ _ 

Programming language (s) Used ____ ~LlIII!~LJ:!!!!:!...At4..!...L.'!!~ _______________ _ 

Memory Re~uirements 1l-1 \(.. & Program Overlaid _....J~~O~ __ --,-

1. "tv\.'\l • Number of Magnetic Tapes Required ~'&#JE..1F. Average Running Time 

What Other Peripherals are Used ('j¥., ... ~ Q~.,.~ ____________ _ 
" 

Terminal Suppor:ted ___ NL:.-v ___________ ,.----_______ _ 

Restrictions 
~---------------------------------------

~ ~Il IWQIli' iMl~ \\\A't ~( u~£.4'l 10 '(l.eV\O~ fc.oOl. 
U)\'~ \\ 1'fl.t.hJs \ c:, T&.L t\\ e~G(... tA ~~ u V . 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FOru~ 

Date ~ uc,.«< ')U, ,ct" 

Title of Program __ 11-:...· -=6-""R_M--,I=--~_· __ I.D. Nwnber _~.=:.-!..:~-,-D_-3=-____ _ 

VJr i te - up or User Guj de Ava ila ble _. ut~ __ \;:.....D.>.=-_· _~...:::.-').-,91~ __ L"",-",e:c.;;~::;""L-~-=-E1Z--,-,,-""-\l_u'£_~~ __ 

~~- \~75 ** (.,1Ut,~~ 
Source Code Available L<.. e:s Number of Cards 

------~~-------- -----------------
Host C ompu te r _----Jt ........ DC...IOIoIE'-"lo ...... b ...... ol&-llo"'--__ Operating System ----~-=..;;~;:;...h'_------

Programming Language (s) Used ___ ...... £M; ___ ·~:11t:..a=w.a.u:::...-· _____________ _ 

Memory Re~uirements -.-..;.l ~..:::......;=-.;...K;:..·__18~--- Program Overlaid _,_-.w.IJ--=O ___ _ 

Average Running Time ~ ~\\l. Nwnber of Magnetic Tapes Re'luired ,tJolJ£ 

What Other Peripherals are Used __ --".., ...... ():;...~--" ___ _ 

Terminal Supported -----------------------------------------------

~ l\-Ilc, «)<;It l)).'u, • SOO/..l ~'C.. ~(,Ae.€4) ~y 'PQ.oc.t.W\ v..l12~(;\c;T. 
~ * ~ G,.\ -.J ~ I tJ 6- ~~.,... 
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PROGRAM SUMMA.RY FORM 

I.D. Number 

Date ~IAL"(i 1.-I,'11( 

write-up or User Guide Available 
~~~~~~~----~~~~~~~~~+---r-~ 

Source Code Available __ l{--l.JI!!'E~$~ _____ Number of Cards _....--__ ~ ___ _ 

Host Computer __ --"~:;....()lL,jO-3It .......... ~K_· (,-......0'--'0"'---_ Operating System __ ---I~~~I3_I'ii___ ____ _ 

,Programming Language (s) Used _____ --S.~....z...-=-~..:..~~~c..a_ _____ _,_--------

Memory Re~uirements -=1,,-0_' O~k:"";"-1'~ ___ Program Over laid __ N"-"-'b..:::-__ _ 

Average Running Time l - '=b ~,~. Number of Magnetic Tapes Required --,J..~-=-D_t--_JE.-=-_ 

What Other Peripherals are Used ____ ~~~O~~~~ ____ _ 

Terminal Supported _____ ~N~~~ _________________________ ~ ________ ___ 

Restrictions 



PROGRAM SUl~RY FORM 

Title of Program _____ ~~.~~~~tJ __ ~~~·~· ______ _ 1. D. Number __ @'-L.IA:c.-::::O"-,--'f"'--__ _ 

Vlrite-up or User Guide Availa.ble 
~~~~~~~~-~--~~~~~~---~~~ 

Source Code Availa.ble ---....:lfe""~..::!11!!-.------ Number of Cards _________ _ 

Host Computer t..t>CID ~ 00 Opera t ing System __ -:iia-.,;ti.'---'i'L-.-____ _ 

Programming language (s) Used ________ ~ _____ ~_>....:.z'"""¥\tJ..u..;:"'__, __________ _ 

Memory Re'luirements ~O i k ~ Program Over1aid tJ , 
Average Running Time 1 ... ; 'M\tJ Number of Magnetic Tapes Required ____ _ 

, Vlhat Other Peripherals are Used .~ .. ~ PL.oTTfI....t 
~~-------------------

Terminal Supported ~O 
--------------------------~----------------

Restrictions 
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PROGRAM SUMMARY FORM 

Title of Program ___ 1'-L-. ..3U.<.;:.iC ___ --e-=...llt~£IE._· ____ 1. D. NlUnber 

Hri te-up or User Guide Available ·...3IIu~e~g~L,~--=1~~,..;i=1....L.L~-=--_---lL~et~.., ....!.B ..... e.t2~.!-'tW..:;....:::;...:;;et'-l 

Source Code Available t(t!S NlUDber of Cards 
------~~------,--~ 

_..3I~Ll.b.-L~~-3<OL.:!Co .... CO-=~ __ Operating System __ ...LITh~~~~ ____ _ Host Computer 

Programming Language (s) Used _____ .~~_~;m.1U!~~I_.J..!...;:::. _________________ _ 

Memory Re~uirements -'l....::!2J='B--L~%_.JQ~--- Program Overlaid _---'~~L--__ _ 

Average Running T~e lO--\~ ~. NlUDber of Magnetic Tapes Re<].uired . '2.. 

Hhat Other Peripherals are Used eA<rtAf\\.~ QkC1IT~,--_________ _ 

Terminal Supported ___ ~~~.'~ ________________________________________ _ 

/ 

Restrictions 

) 
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PROGRAM SUI-llv1ARY FORM 

Date !v.W 1,111~71 

Title of Program __ -'?-.::.t~~=...L.A..L..~=S...=....::f)=--_ I.D. Number -----"e""'-'~r...-.:::o:.......,,__...J~L.__ __ _ 

write-up or User Guide Available(UC,t..~l. ~AfeR. ~ i-~t)\ N ~ 

Source Code Available ~"s. Number of Cards 
--~=:~----------- -----------------

Host Computer CC<tfo~C() Operating System ---,~::::..:...~~<r+-------
~c.&£ 

Programming language (s) Used ___ F$~=...I:;N..L1:::J~~ _____________ _ 

~\~e 
Memory Req,uirements So K. i Program Overlaid __ -,-~_O ___ _ 

Average Running Time 'V.M,\M\At.- Number of Magnetic 'rapes Req,uired i. 
What Other Peripherals are Used ~~ tS2,. Ol~~l¥( ~c;.{)uE. 

~N~ 

Terminal Supported \oJ l) 
------~---------------------------------------------

Restrictions 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE---------------------. 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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